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My Dear Friends,
I am writing at my table in the lamplight and it feels as if Guy Fawkes may
well succeed tonight! I do hope Miss Squire's young pupils are taking care.
Sadly, as the leaves are falling, we are bidding a fond farewell to Mrs.
Barbara Sealy, who will no longer be teaching for us, and Mrs. Sue
Sunderland who is resigning as a trustee. Mrs. Sunderland will still be
teaching and Mrs. Sealy has kindly said she will always help if she can. Miss
Squire has given a personal tribute, see below, conveying thanks to them. Who
will take up the baton? There is always so much to do and it is lovely to have
lively, innovative minds working for the school.
The Summer Sundays with the added themed days went very well this year,
despite the fairly inclement weather. So good to combine pleasure and
friendship with raising funds to benefit children who find their circumstances
stretched, and also to keep our school in good repair.
There are several events noted in Miss Squires diary starting with our AGM on
this Saturday 14th. If you haven't yet updated your Friend's status, this will
be an opportunity to do so.
The Book Club is another innovation and just right for winter evenings. It is
pleasant for Miss Squire and Sister Hannah to share their parlour fire
discussing literature among friends.
Speaking of fires, Mr. Oliver and I have been invited to partake of pumpkin
soup, baked potatoes and sausages cooked on the village-green bonfire. Such
bonhomie is very heart-warming.
My very best to you all and I do hope to see you over this festive season.

Kay Oliver
Editor
zimmoliver@gmail.com
01179638099
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A Special Message from Miss Squire
Sadly, I have to report that two of my very able assistants, Mrs Sue Sunderland and
Mrs Barbara Sealy, are unable to spend as much time serving at Sevington in the
future. This is for good and noble reasons as they wish to devote more of their time
to their families and homes. This is a sentiment that our blessed Queen Victoria
would strongly approve.
Both have been faithful servants to Sevington over a number of years and,
thankfully, are not abandoning my sister Hannah and I altogether.
Mrs Sealy has very kindly offered to step into the breach if Miss Hannah is unable to
be present. Mrs Sealy has much experience in teaching the girls their domestic
duties and this is a task she has done with unfailing good humour and expectations
of the highest standards from her pupils. We will miss her warm smile and the sight
of her in her trusty brown bonnet. She has always given of her best with a
commendable sense of purpose and strength of character.
Mrs Sunderland is giving up her role as an administrator of the school but will
continue as a teacher on one day a week and as manager of the Emporium.
I have grown to rely on her quickness in solving seemingly intractable problems, with
a pithy aphorism that untangles all knots. I pray that this will continue as advice to a
friend. She has also been unflagging in her work for the school and has proved
herself to be a very capable teacher on the occasions when she has stepped into my
shoes.
Both ladies are an example to their sex in doing their duties with diligence,
generosity and a strong commitment to helping others. May God bless both of them
and their families.
Reported by Meg Gomersal
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Visitors come in all shapes and
sizes, and one of the charms of
volunteering at Sevington is that you’re
never sure who’s going to turn up next.
Our first organized visit of the season
was from the Caldicot local history
group. Caldicot in Wales, in case
you’re wondering. They were on a
mystery tour of the West Country and
we were their first stop. It was a
miserable day so we lit the fire in the
parlour and fed them with shortbread
and hot cups of tea and they all went
on their way, prepared to be mystified
and delighted by their next stop.
In June we had a Beaver pack, who
rampaged all over the garden, looking
for clues on our picture trail, closely
followed by a group from the
Meadowcroft Retirement Club who
didn’t rampage, but had a wonderful
time reminiscing about their own
school days. Not so very different, by
all accounts from the experiences of
Miss Squire’s pupils.

The Great Somerford WI turned up in
force attracted by a talk from Celia
earlier in the year. These are ladies
who really know about cakes so we
were relieved when they pronounced
ours delicious.
And Isobel was quietly getting on with
the inventory one morning when a
group of walkers (pictured) turned up.
This was an organised walk by the
Cotswold wardens and we’re hoping
that next year they’ll come back by
prior arrangements.
But you don’t have to wait till the
summer to visit Sevington. On
Saturday 5th December between 3.00
and 5.00 the fires will be lit, the oil
lamps burning and there will be
mulled wine and mince pies under the
Christmas tree. Everyone’s welcome
and we do hope you’ll come and see
us for a proper traditional start to the
Christmas season.

Dinah Starky
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Sevington’s Magic Lantern
Whilst working on the inventory of Sevington’s Victorian collection, we unearthed in a
corner of the Schoolroom a very dusty magic lantern. We took the lantern to Roger Watson,
Curator of the Fox Talbot Museum in Lacock, who was kind enough to tell us a little more
about it.
The earliest magic lanterns (18th century) pre-date the
invention of photography in the early 19th century. In
Victorian times they were often found in schools and
church halls. They were also used for travelling magic
lantern shows.
Ours is a Victorian magic lantern, made of black
lacquered sheet iron, and the fact that it is a singleslide lantern (as opposed to double-slide) dates it as
pre-1900. Some more decorative lanterns from the
period were made of brass or mahogany, or were
painted.
Our lantern is unusual in that it was powered by pouring oil or white petrol into the
reservoir, whereas some lanterns of that era were powered by candles. Unfortunately, it is
in a non-functioning state, as the wicks are missing. There were probably three wicks, and
three controls (one for each wick) used to adjust the brightness. In order for the lantern to
work, the wicks would need to be replaced with a bulb. The lens, though stiff, can be
adjusted. Perhaps there is somebody amongst our Friends who might have the time and
expertise to help us get our magic lantern working again?

Isobel Moore
100 Club Winners
August

Sylvia Townsend

The 100 club draw for September, October and November
will take place after the AGM - so there is still time to join.
You may be a winner!
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Nicky Campbell. " Blue Eyed Son"
Autobiography
Ian McEwen. "The Children Act"
Jo Nesbo
" The Snowman"
Audrey Niffenegger "The Time Travellers
Wife""
Our next book for review in November is
"A Spool of Blue Thread" by Ann Tyler

Book Club

A cosy evening was had by the
four of us that turned up for our first book
club at Sevington, Sylvia had lit a roaring
fire and we sat around it and reviewed our
first book
"I'll let you go" by Claire Macintosh.
Everybody agreed it was a good read and
once started had to be finished.
We discussed how often we should have
book club and how it should run.
We have decided on the next two dates
which are
Wednesday 25th November
Monday 18th January
We all recommended other good books
that we had enjoyed this year and these
were as follows
Sarah Walters

We also suggested that people could bring
in paperbacks they had read and other
people could borrow them.
We have made the next book club days on
different nights of the week in the hope
that others can join in if the Tuesday was a
bad night for them.
I will email a week or two before the next
day and you can let me know if you are
coming but pencil the date in now.
If anybody else would like to join us then
give me, Sue Sunderland a ring on 01249
782533.
We can take up to about 10 and if there is
space you are welcome to join us.
Sue Sunderland

"The Paying Guests"

Miss Squires Diary
Saturday 14th November

10.a.m

Wednessday 25 November
Saturday 5th December
Monday 18th January

Sevington School Project AGM
Book Club

3 - 5pm

Christmas at Sevington School
Book Club
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And so I bid you goodnight with this photograph of Isobel looking magnificent in her
beautiful gown. Photography! The wonders of this modern age.

